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Exhaustive enumeration of unique compounds with molecular weight (MW) <= 300
a.m.u., having only C, H and (in the future) O, N, S, P, and X is an on-going project
between UNM and Daylight [1]. Based on Daylights GENSMI [1], all unique canonical
non-isomeric SMILES are currently generated and stored in a database that can effectively
become a resource for mining the entire virtual space of small molecules. The complexity
of this problem at a computational and logistic level (over 1010 molecules are anticipated)
is justified by recent trends in the pharmaceutical industry to move toward a fragmentbased drug discovery approach [2], rooted in the concept of leadlikeness [3]. Existing
chemicals significantly under-sample chemical space at MW > 300 [3]. The degree of
overlap between the current enumeration effort and WDI, the World Drug Index is
discussed based on descriptors related to branching, cyclization and molecular complexity
[4]. Over 44 million unique SMILES meet the WDI criteria. We anticipate that these
structures can become the basis for exploring novel chemistry spaces.
Our undestanding of the quality of leads rests on mining known biological actives. Such a
source is the WOMBAT 2005.1 database [5], which contains over 104,000 unique
chemicals and 230,000 biological activities. A derivative database related to clinical
pharmacokinetics is the WOMBAT-PK (WB-PK) database [6]. WB-PK 2005.1 contains
656 drugs with multiple human ADME/Tox endpoints: > 600 oral bioavailability and halflife data, > 500 plasma protein binding and volume of distribution (steady state) values, >
400 total clearance, non-renal clearance and maximum recommended therapeutic daily
dose values, etc. Matching clinical data with calculated properties, one can gain better
insights for lead discovery. In particular, the relationship between the Maximum
Recommended Therapeutic (daily) Dose, MRTD, and the partition coefficient (clogP and
LogD74) will be discussed. Selection criteria that rely on ChemGPS [7], a principal
components analysis-based model for, e.g., PK prediction [8], will also be highlighted.
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